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About Brand

Akross products have been in great demand for �ve years. Our 
consumers are auto owners. Our clients are retail outlets, car �lling and 
service stations, car washes, sales networks, large manufacturing 
companies, privet and budget organizations. 

Brand Akross means the quality products, organized service, timely 
shipment, care of each client, and reliable and con�dential relations. The Akross is produced by “Alfa Him Group” company in Armavir, 

Krasnodar region, Russia. The high quali�ed employees work there with 
high tech equipment. Also there has been established a continuous and 
complete production cycle which includes a packaging manufacturing. 
All this features in�uence on favorable cost of the product.

Modern European equipment, own chemical laboratory and 
well-selected stu� of specialists allow us to produce 100 tons of 
high-quality �nished products per day.

Manufacturing
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Akross assortment:

Antifreeze

Auto cosmetic

Auto shampoo

Motor oil

Industrial oil
Hydraulic oil

Flushing oil

Gear oil

Windshield washer 
fluidMultipurpose 

grease
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Advantages

Pro�table price is based on the continuous 
complete manufacturing cycle

 from package to ready-to-use product.

High tech modern 
European equipment.

SKU

Our own chemical laboratory 
allows t improve the products’ quality.

Pro�table shipment 
terms.

Marketing support and promo activity 
(POS materials, online advertisement, 

corporate products).

Rich assortment suitable for providing 
retail stores, service and �lling stations, 
privet and budget organizations.

O�cial approvals from 
engine and transmission 
manufacturers.

Con�dent and reliable cooperation 
(deferment of payment,

 exclusive in a dedicated area).

AD
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Uniqueness

Auto sport is an event when people and equipment 
work on the verge of the possibilities. It is a great 
opportunity to demonstrate the skills and professionalism. 
And here, under the hard conditions our brand new 
products and technologies are tested.

For several years our products have allowed the riders to 
achieve impressive results. Alexander Titkov and Mikhail 
Prokopyuk have won more than a dozen races. The AKross 
Sport 10W-60 oil formulation was developed especially for 
the Mitsubishi Lancer Evolution VIII racing car of our rally 
team. 

The use of base oils of IV and V groups, the latest inorganic friction modi�ers, and 
polymer thickeners with the lowest SSI allowed to achieve excellent performance in 
terms of service life and level of engine parts’ protection.

The racers entrusted the cooling of the a 500-horsepower car’s “ardent heart” to 
the AKross Premium G12+ antifreeze, which perfectly ful�lls its task even on the 
“fervent” special stages.

Many technologies and solutions are designed not only for extreme exploitation 
conditions, but also for usual cars. The innovative Akross products are created in a such 
way. It provides continuous and uninterrupted equipment’s operation, protects your 
car from damage, and you from unforeseen expenses and unpleasant situations.

Antifreeze
G12+

Engine oil
10W-60
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Akross is tested not only 
in laboratory but also 
at motor sport competitions.

ATF Dexron III 
for steering 
power.

Motor oil
Premium progress
10W-40 SL/CF

Antifreeze
Premium G12+

Gear oil ТМ-5 
80W-90 GL-5

Lubricant
Shrus-4 

See more:

O�-road competitions such as 
trophy-sprints and trophy-raids are the 
serious tests for all assemblies of 
vehicle. The long term operation under 
condition of maximum speed and high 
torque produce the special demands to 
lubricants and �uids. That’s why 
Armavir o�-rad club’s crew “Viking 4x4” 
use the products Akross for their Suzuki 
Samurai!

There are many winnings and 
achievements behind the shoulders of 
our racers. We are proud that our 
products help them!
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Brand’s life
Exhibitions

Dealers’ meetings

Training“Alfa Him Group” presents the products on the multinational exhibitions such as 
Armenia Expo, Automechanika Istanbul and others. Armenia Expo has long and �rmly 
established the position of the most large authoritative anticipated and signi�cant 
event in the entrepreneurial life of Armenia. Annually the exhibition brings together 
the largest domestic manufacturers, industrial entrepreneurs on their platform, giving 
them the opportunity to present their products with dignity and as e�ciently as 
possible.

The company “Alfa Him Group” takes part in di�erent exhibitions including Russian 
Investment Forum. This is the main regional forum and platform for discussion and 
realization of national projects, building up economic potential and demonstration 
investment opportunity Russian Federation entity, in order to ensure well-being and 
achieve a new quality of life for Russian citizen.

Traditionally, “Alfa Him Group” holds the dealers’ meetings twice a year. The 
company meets the guests, colleagues and partners for join work and rest. For several 
days at seminars participants discuss interaction issues and get the valuable 
information. This event allows guests to relax and unit, to see points of growth and aim 
to development and productive work with new knowledge and impressions. We will 
be glad to see you at the next meeting!

Primary, the company invests in further training and studying of employees and 
clients include those who enter the market for the �rst time. This allows the personnel 
regularly to study the product itself, the consumers and improve their skills. Our 
specialists provide o�side training events. For the remote regions training takes place 
online.
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Geography Certifications

25) Republic of Bashkortostan
26) Republic of Tatarstan
27) Ulyanovsk region
28) Ryazan region
29) Perm Territory
30) Irkutsk region
31) Khabarovsk Territory
32) Primorsky Krai

1) Moscow region
2) Leningrad region
3) Kaliningrad region
4) Republic of Crimea
5) Krasnodar Territory
6) Republic of Adygea
7) Stavropol Territory
8) Karachay-Cherkess
Republic

9) Kabardino-Balkar Republic
10) Republic of North Ossetia
11) Republic of Ingushetia
12) Chechen Republic
13) Republic of Dagestan
14) Republic of Kalmykia
15) Astrakhan region
16) Rostov region

17) Volgograd region
18) Voronezh region
19) Belgorod region
20) Kursk region
21) Saratov region
22) Penza region
23) Samara region
24) Orenburg region 

1
23

45

6
7

9
10

12
11

8

Russian regions

Abroad

1) Kazakhstan
2) Kyrgyzstan
3) Tajikistan
4) Uzbekistan
5) Turkmenistan
6) Iran

7) Iraq
8) Syria
9) Turkey
10) Georgia
11) Armenia
12) Azerbaijan

1

2

3

4

5

78
9

13

14

15

16 17 21 23

28

24
25

32

29
26

22
27

18

19

20

10
12

6

313011

In 2020 the approvals were obtained from 
one of the largest Russian enterprises for the 
production of diesel engines and components 
PJSC “Autodiesel” Yaroslav motor factory.

PJSC “Autodiesel” approves that motor oils 
Akross Premium Diesel, Turbo Diesel, Super 
Diesel and gear oil Akross TCП-15К were tested 
and meet the leading manufacturer’s 
requirements.

The manufacture has a high work 
organization that is con�rmed by multinational 
certi�cate quality management ISO 9001-2015

Advantages of certi�cated quality system:

• Production e�ciency is increased by eliminating 
duplicated processes;

• At all steps of work due to control adjustment and 
compliance with requirements the quality of 
products in maintained at high level;

• Due to the absence of rejects the production 
costs are reduced;

• Decreases non-production costs;

• The personnel level of responsibility and 
discipline is increasing.
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Antifreeze Antifreeze
G12+

Low-freezing cooling liquid Akross Premium is intended 
for use in domestically-produced and modern internal 

combustion engines, or as service �uid in other units 
operating at low and moderate temperatures. Use according to 

the operating instructions of the vehicle. The liquid is designed for 
year-round use in engine cooling systems. It prevents engine overheating and overcooling, 
e�ectively protects against the formation of deposits and all types of corrosion. This antifreeze 
uses BASF additive package (Germany) with an extended drain interval. Composition: 
monoethylene glycol, demineralized water, carboxylate additive package, dye.

Antifreeze
G11

Low-freezing cooling liquid Akross Euro is intended for 
use in domestically-produced and modern internal 

combustion engines, or as service �uid in other units 
operating at low and moderate temperatures. Use according to 

the operating instructions of the vehicle. The liquid is designed for 
year-round use in engine cooling systems. It prevents engine overheating and overcooling, 
e�ectively protects against the formation of deposits and all types of corrosion. Composition: 
monoethylene glycol, demineralized water, carboxylate additive package, dye.

1 kg

Package Vendor code

AKS0001G12

AKS0002G12

AKS0003G12

AKS0004G12

4.7 kg

9.7 kg

225 kg

1 kg

Package Vendor code

AKS0001G11

AKS0002G11

AKS0003G11

AKS0004G11

4.7 kg

9.7 kg

225 kg
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Motor oils
for cars

Drive 
5W-40

AKross Drive 5W-40 SN/CF is a modern synthetic motor oil. It is 
made on a high- quality synthetic base oil and multifunctional 

additives. The oil has improved low temperature properties, 
protecting engine in winter. The oil also prevents the formation of 

high and low temperature deposits, protects engine from wear. 
Applications.  AKross Drive 5W-40 SN/CF oils are intended for use in 

modern passenger cars with gasoline and diesel engines (without particulate 
�lters), including those equipped with turbochargers, where lubricants of the ACEA A3 or API SN 
performance class (or earlier speci�cations) are recommended and appropriate viscosity grade.

Synthetic

1 L

Package Vendor code

AKS0001MOF

AKS0002MOF

AKS0003MOF

AKS0004MOF

4 L

5 L

180 kg

Drive 
5W-30

AKross Drive 5W-30 SN/CF is a modern multigrade engine oil made 
on a high-quality synthetic base with the addition of a 

multifunctional additive package. It has improved low-temperature 
properties, reliably protecting the engine in winter. Prevents the 

formation of high and low temperature deposits, protects the engine 
from wear. Applications. AKross Drive 5W-30 SN/CF oils are intended for 

use in modern passenger cars with gasoline and diesel engines (without 
particulate �lters), including those equipped with turbochargers, where lubricants of the ACEA A3 or 
API SN performance class (or earlier speci�cations) are recommended and appropriate viscosity grade.

Synthetic

1 L

Package Vendor code

AKS0005MOF

AKS0006MOF

AKS0007MOF

AKS0008MOF

4 L

5 L

180 kg

Premium progress
10W-40

AKross Premium progress 10W-40, API SL/CF is a premium 
multigrade engine oil. It is produced on the basis of modern 

synthetic and highly re�ned mineral base oils, including those 
obtained using hydrocracking technologies, using a highly e�cient, 

carefully balanced additive package that ensures operational properties. 
Applications. Oils of the AKross Premium progress 10W-40, API SL/CF series 

are intended for use in highly accelerated gasoline and diesel engines, including turbocharged ones, 
for cars, light trucks and vans, for which oils of category SL/CF and below are recommended in the 
operating instructions.

Semi-synthetic

1 L

Package Vendor code

AKS0001MOS

AKS0002MOS

AKS0003MOS

AKS0004MOS

AKS0005MOS

4 L

5 L

20 L

180 kg
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Flushing oil

AKross Flush – mineral oil with a composition of highly 
e�ective detergents. The additives used provide high 

detergent, anti-corrosion and anti-wear properties. 
Applications. AKross Flush is intended for �ushing lubrication 

systems of automobile engines without disassembling them 
when changing engine oil. Quickly and e�ectively cleans the engine 

lubrication system from deposits.

Mineral
3.5 L

Package Vendor code

AKS0056MOM

Super
20W-50

Motor oils AKross Super 20W-50 API SG/CD is a series of high 
quality multigrade mineral-based motor oils. They have high 

antioxidant and dispersing properties. SAE 20W-50 viscosity 
grade oil provides reduced oil consumption, wear and noise 

(especially for worn engines) under conditions of operation at 
increased loads and ambient temperatures. Applications. Motor oil 

AKross SUPER 20W-50, API SG/CD is intended for operation in four-stroke 
atmospheric forced gasoline and diesel (with moderate supercharging) engines of cars, vans and 
light trucks.

Mineral

Super
15W-40

Motor oils AKross Super 15W-40 API SG/CD is a series of high 
quality multigrade mineral-based motor oils. They have high 

antioxidant and dispersing properties. Prevents the formation 
of high and low temperature deposits on engine parts. 

Applications. Motor oil AKross SUPER 15W-40, API SG/CD is 
intended for operation in four-stroke atmospheric forced gasoline and diesel (with moderate 
supercharging) engines of cars, vans and light trucks.

Mineral

1 L

Package Vendor code

AKS0013MOM

AKS0014MOM

AKS0015MOM

AKS0016MOM

4 L

5 L

20 L

AKS0017MOM180 kg

1 L

Package Vendor code

AKS0001MOM

AKS0002MOM

AKS0003MOM

AKS0004MOM

4 L

20 L

180 kg

Premium progress
5W-40

AKross Premium progress 5W-40 API SL/CF  is a multipurpose 
all-season synthetic motor oil made from high quality 

synthetic base oils with the addition of a multifunctional 
additive package. Possesses high stability of 

viscosity-temperature properties, which provides easy engine 
start at low temperatures. Applications. Motor oil AKross Premium 

progress 5W-40 API SL/CF is intended for modern high-performance 
gasoline and diesel engines of passenger cars, vans and light trucks requiring the use of 
lubricants of the API SL/CF operating class (or previous speci�cations). 

Synthetic

1 L

Package Vendor code

AKS0012MOF

AKS0013MOF

AKS0014MOF

4 L

180 kg

Premium progress
5W-30

AKross Premium progress 5W-30 API SL/CF is a universal, 
multigrade, synthetic oil. It is made on a high-quality 

synthetic base oil and multifunctional foreign additives. The oil 
possesses stable viscosity and temperature properties that 

protect engine from wear and corrosion. Applications. The motor 
oil AKross Premium progress 5W-30 API SL/C is intended for modern 

high performace gasoline and diesel engines of cars, trucks, vans, that 
require the use of API SL/CF lubricants.

Synthetic

1 L

Package Vendor code

AKS0009MOF

AKS0010MOF

AKS0011MOF

4 L

180 kg

Premium
10W-40

AKross Premium API SG/CD is a series of high quality multigrade 
semi-synthetic engine oils (SAE 10W-40). Possesses high antioxidant 

and dispersing properties. Prevents the formation of high and low 
temperature deposits on engine parts. SAE 10W-40 viscosity grade oil 

provides easy engine start at subzero temperatures while reducing 
starting wear. Applications. AKross Premium API SG/CD is intended for 

operation of four-stroke atmospheric forced gasoline and diesel (with moderate supercharging) 
engines of passenger cars, vans and light trucks.

Semi-synthetic

1 L

Package Vendor code

AKS0006MOS

AKS0007MOS

AKS0008MOS

AKS0009MOS

AKS0010MOS

4 L

5 L

20 L

180 kg
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AKross sportline
for rally / off-road

Sportline 10W-40

AKross Sportline 10W-40 SN is a ruler of fully synthetic engine oils 
designed speci�cally for highly a�liated engines of sports cars. The 

oil base includes alkylated naphthalenes and polyalphaole�ns, 
which, in combination with innovative additives, provide the highest 

protection against wear and reduce the loss of oil into the avgar. 
High-viscous components allow you to compensate for the fuel oil 

discharge and ensure stable pressure. 

Synthetic

1 L

Package Vendor code

AKS0001SPORT

AKS0002SPORT4 L

1 L

Package Vendor code

AKS0005SPORT

AKS0006SPORT4 L

1 L

Package Vendor code

AKS0009SPORT

AKS0010SPORT4 L

Sportline 10W-60

AKross Sportline 10W-60 SN is a ruler of fully synthetic engine oils 
designed speci�cally for highly a�liated engines of sports cars. The 

oil base includes alkylated naphthalenes and polyalphaole�ns, 
which, in combination with innovative additives, provide the highest 

protection against wear and reduce the loss of oil into the avgar. 
High-viscous components allow you to compensate for the fuel oil 

discharge and ensure stable pressure. 

Synthetic

Sportline 20W-50

AKross Sportline 20W-50 SN is a ruler of fully synthetic engine oils 
designed speci�cally for highly a�liated engines of sports cars. The 

oil base includes alkylated naphthalenes and polyalphaole�ns, 
which, in combination with innovative additives, provide the highest 

protection against wear and reduce the loss of oil into the avgar. 
High-viscous components allow you to compensate for the fuel oil 

discharge and ensure stable pressure. 

Synthetic
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for commercial vehicles

Professional 
15W-40

Motor oil AKross Professional 15W-40, API CI-4/SL is produced 
on the basis of modern synthetic and highly re�ned mineral base 

oils with the use of a highly e�cient, carefully balanced additive 
package. Di�ers in improved low-temperature properties and facilitates engine start at low 
temperatures. Applications. AKross Professional 15W-40 series oils are recommended for 
modern four-stroke diesel engines of heavy vehicles operating under severe operating 
conditions and equipped with exhaust gas recirculation and nitrogen oxide emission 
reduction systems. They can also be used in diesel engines for which API CH-4 and CG-4 oils 
are recommended. AKross Professional oils, API CI-4/SL are suitable for diesel engines without 
Diesel Particulate Filters (DPF); and for some engines equipped with Exhaust Gas Recirculation 
(EGR) and Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR) systems to reduce the level of NOx in the 
exhaust gas. AKross Professional, API CI-4/SL oils are also suitable for use in highly accelerated 
gasoline and diesel engines with direct injection of fuel in accordance with the manufacturer's 
recommendation and, thus, are excellent for mixed �eets.

Mineral

4 L

Package Vendor code

AKS0028MOM

AKS0029MOM

AKS0031MOM

5 L

AKS0066MOM7 L

AKS0030MOM10 L

20 L

AKS0032MOM30 L

AKS0033MOM180 kg

Professional 
10W-40

Motor oil AKross Professional 10W-40, API CI-4/SL is produced 
on the basis of modern synthetic and highly re�ned mineral base 

oils with the use of a highly e�cient, carefully balanced additive package. 
Di�ers in improved low-temperature properties and facilitates engine start at low 
temperatures. Applications.  AKross Professional 10W-40 series oils are recommended for 
modern four-stroke diesel engines of heavy vehicles operating under severe operating 
conditions and equipped with exhaust gas recirculation and nitrogen oxide emission 
reduction systems. They can also be used in diesel engines for which API CH-4 and CG-4 oils 
are recommended. AKross Professional oils, API CI-4/SL are suitable for diesel engines without 
Diesel Particulate Filters (DPF); and for some engines equipped with Exhaust Gas Recirculation 
(EGR) and Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR) systems to reduce the level of NOx in the 
exhaust gas. AKross Professional, API CI-4/SL oils are also suitable for use in highly accelerated 
gasoline and diesel engines with direct injection of fuel in accordance with the manufacturer's 
recommendation and, thus, are excellent for mixed �eets.

Semi-synthetic

4 L

Package Vendor code

AKS0020MOS

AKS0021MOS

AKS0022MOS

AKS0023MOS

5 L

10 L

20 L

AKS0024MOS30 L

AKS0032MOS7 L

AKS0025MOS180 kg

Motor oils
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Dynamic
15W-40

AKross Dynamic 15W-40 CH-4/CG-4/SJ multigrade mineral engine oil. It is 
manufactured using high quality hydrotreated base oils and a multifunctional additive package 
of foreign production. Applications. AKross Dynamic 15W-40 engine oils of the CH-4/CG-4/SJ 
category is designed for diesel engines of trucks and o�-road vehicles without Diesel Particulate 
Filter (DPF). Oils of category CH-4/CG-4/SJ may also be used for gasoline engines.

Mineral

4 L

Package Vendor code

AKS0022MOM

AKS0023MOM

AKS0065MOM

AKS0024MOM

5 L

7 L

10 L

AKS0025MOM20 L

AKS0026MOM30 L

AKS0027MOM180 kg

Turbo diesel
15W-40

AKross Turbo diesel 15W-40, API CF-4/CF/SG – is produced using 
highly re�ned mineral base oils and a balanced package of 

domestically produced additives. Meets the requirements of the world's 
leading manufacturers. Applications. AKross Turbo diesel 15W-40 for use in 

diesel engines of imported and domestic trucks (with and without turbocharging).  where 
lubricants of the API CF-4/CF/SG operating class (or earlier specifcations) and the corresponding 
viscosity class: SAE 15W-40 are recommended.

Mineral

Package Vendor code

AKS0005MOM

AKS0062MOM

AKS0006MOM

5 L

7 L

10 L

AKS0007MOM20 L

AKS0008MOM180 kg

AKross Super diesel 20W-50, API CF-4/CF/SG – is produced using a 
base that meets modern requirements and a balanced package of 

additives. Reliably protects the engine under extreme operating 
conditions. The viscosity interval allows the oil to be used in heavily worn 

engines or in hot summer conditions. Applications.  AKross Super diesel 
20W-50 for use in diesel engines of imported and domestic trucks (with and without 
turbocharging), where lubricants of the API CF-4/CF/SG operating class (or earlier speci�cations) 
and the corresponding viscosity class: SAE 20W-50 are recommended.

Super diesel
20W-50
Mineral

Package Vendor code

AKS0009MOM

AKS0063MOM

AKS0011MOM

5 L

7 L

20 L

AKS0012MOM180 kg

AKross Extra diesel 15W-40, API  CF/CD/SF – the high-quality 
all-season engine oil on the basis of highly-puri�ed mineral base oils 

and multi-functional additive package. Applications. AKross Extra diesel 
15W-40 for use in diesel engines of heavy-duty supercharged trucks. Also 

recommended for use in diesel engines of trucks and cars, naturally aspirated gasoline engines 
requiring API CF/CD/SF performance class oils (or earlier speci�cations).

Extra diesel
15W-40
Mineral

5 L

Package Vendor code

AKS0018MOM

AKS0064MOM

AKS0019MOM

AKS0020MOM

7 L

10 L

20 L

AKS0021MOM180 kg

AKross Premium diesel 10W-40, API CF-4/CF/SG – premium 
all-season multipurpose semi-synthetic engine oil. It is produced 

using highly re�ned synthetic base oils and a balanced additive 
package of foreign and domestic production. Thanks to the use of 

improved base oils, the engine oil has: increased service life, reduced oil 
consumption for waste, improved anti-corrosion properties. Applications. AKross Premium 
diesel 10W-40 oils are recommended for modern high-speed four-stroke, air-breathers and 
turbocharged diesel engines of trucks and buses, vans, light trucks of domestic and foreign 
production, as well as for naturally aspirated gasoline engines of cars and buses.

Premium diesel
10W-40
Semi-synthetic

5 L

Package Vendor code

AKS0011MOS

AKS0030MOS

AKS0012MOS

AKS0013MOS

7 L

20 L

180 kg

Dynamic
10W-40

AKross Dynamic 10W-40 CH-4/CG-4/SJ engine oils is produced on the 
basis of synthetic and highly-puri�ed petroleum base oil, including those obtained using 
hydrocracking technology, with the use of additive package, that provides excellent 
performance properties. Applications. AKross Dynamic 10W-40 engine oils of the CH-4/CG-4/SJ 
category is designed for diesel engines of trucks and o�-road vehicles without Diesel Particulate 
Filter (DPF). Oils of category CH-4/CG-4/SJ may also be used for gasoline engines for which oils of 
category SJ and lower degree are recommended.

Semi-synthetic

4 L

Package Vendor code

AKS0014MOS

AKS0015MOS

AKS0017MOS

5 L

AKS0031MOS7 L

AKS0016MOS10 L

20 L

AKS0018MOS30 L

AKS0019MOS180 kg
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for motor vehicles

Moto 2T

AKross Moto 2T API TC, JASO FB - is a modern high-quality 
oil, which has excellent detergent, antioxidant and 
anti-wear properties. Oil guarantees perfect engine 

operating under any load conditions. It is produced on the 
basis of high-quality base stock oils with addition of a 

synthetic component and highly e�ective additives that 
provide maximum protection of the engine under any 

operating conditions. Applications. Oil AKross Moto 2T is 
designed for lubricating gasoline two-stroke engines equipped with air 

cooling of volume up to 500 cm3 of fuel-oil mixture. It can be used in prepared mixture with 
gasoline or by split-pumping. 2T, TC FB is recommended for modern two-stroke engines of 
motorcycles, scooters,  snowmobiles, ATVs and other motorcycle equipment. The mixing ratio 
must comply with the requirements of the engine manual. The standard norm adopted for oils 
of class API TC is the 50: 1 ratio of gasoline to oil.

1 L

Package Vendor code

AKS0026MOS

AKS0027MOS

AKS0033MOS

4 L

180 kg

Semi-synthetic

AKross Moto 4T 10W-30 API SL -  is a modern high-quality 
semi-synthetic oil, designed for a four-stroke gasoline 
engines of motorcycles, scooters, snowmobiles, ATVs and 

other motorcycle equipment. It is produced on the basis of 
high-quality base stock oils with addition of synthetic 

component and high e�cient modern additive package that 
provides maximum protection of engine and gearing system 

under the most serve operating conditions and prolongs the life of the 
vehicle. Applications.  AKross Moto 4T oil is recommended for modern four-stroke engines of 
motorcycles, scooters, snowmobiles. It is used to lubricate gearing system and engine clutches 
of modern motorcycles, which require lubrication with engine oils. 4Т SAE 10W-30 oil is 
recommended for Japanese motorcycles equipment, European, Chinese and other 
manufacturers.

1 L

Package Vendor code

AKS0028MOS

AKS0029MOS

AKS0034MOS

4 L

180 kg

Moto 4T
10W-30
Semi-synthetic

Engine oils
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Gear oil
Dexron III

AKross ATF Dexron III - is a semisynthetic gear oil. It is based on 
modern synthetic and mineral components and additives. The oil has 

anticorrosion, antioxidant, optimal frictional properties, e�ectively 
protects the parts of the automatic transmission and power steering 

from wear and deposits. Applications. The oil AKross ATF Dexron III is 
intended for the automatic transmission and power steering of passenger, 

commercial, o�-road vehicles.

Semi-synthetic
1 L

Package Vendor code

AKS0001ATF

AKS0002ATF

AKS0004ATF

4 L

180 kg

ТМ-5 80W-90 
GL-5

AKross TM-5 80W-90 GL-5 – is multigrade mineral gear oil. It is based on 
great quality mineral-based oil and modern foreign addictives. The oil 

provides reliable transmission operation under intense friction condition 
in the contact zones, eliminates the possibility of parts welding in the places 

of their contact. Capable with seal materials, extend live under severe 
operating condition. Applications. The oil AKross TM-5 SAE 80W-90 GL-5 is intended 

for the transmission lubrication of cars, trucks and other vehicles, which require the use of the API 
GL-5 oils, including for hypod gears operating with shock loads at high contact voltages.

Mineral

1 L

Package Vendor code

AKS0004TOM

AKS0005TOM

AKS0006TOM

4 L

180 kg

AKross TM-4 80W-85 GL-4 – is a multigrade mineral gear oil for the 
front-wheel drive vehicles. The oil is based on high quality deeply re�ned 

mineral-based oil and modern foreign functional additives. It possesses 
high antioxidant stability, provides gear wearing protection, bearing and 

synchronizers. The oil promotes easy gear shifting, reducing transmission noise. 
Applications. AKross TM-4 80W-85 GL-4 is used in manual transmissions and transfer 

cases of passenger and commercial vehicles withe moderate severe operating conditions.

ТМ-4 80W-85 
GL-4
Mineral

1 L

Package Vendor code

AKS0001TOM

AKS0002TOM

AKS0003TOM

4 L

180 kg
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Hydraulic oil

AKross МГЕ-46В (MGE-46V) - is made on the basis of mineral oils, contains 
an e�ective complex of additives that provides a high level and stability of 

viscosity, antiwear, antioxidant properties. e�ciently in hydrostatic 
transmission units in the temperature range from -10 to + 80C.  Applications. 

AKross МГЕ-46В (MGE-46V) for hydraulic systems (hydrostatic drive) of 
agricultural, road-building and other special equipment operating at pressures up to 

35 MPa with a short-term increase up to 42 MPa.

5 L

Package Vendor code

AKS0016HOM

AKS0017HOM

AKS0018HOM

10 L

20 L

AKS0019HOM

AKS0020HOM

30 L

180 kg

МГЕ-46В 
(MGE-46V)

Mineral

HVLP-32/46
Mineral

AKross HVLP-32 is a multigrade hydraulic oil which is produced for hydraulic 
system. The oil provides operation in a wide temperature range, protects 

pumps from wear, has excellent �lterability, keeping �lters in working order. 
Applications. The oil AKross HVLP is intended for hydraulic system of mobile 

mining, construction, forestry, municipal equipment. It is also used for pumps including 
those produced by Denison, Cincinnati, Machine, Eaton Vickers, Bosh Rexroth. The HLP oil can be used for hydraulic 
systems operating in the ambient temperature range from -40 °C to +50 °C.

10 L

Package Vendor code

AKS0010HOM

AKS0011HOM

AKS0012HOM

20 L

180 kg

10 L AKS0013HOM

AKS0014HOM

AKS0015HOM

20 L

180 kg

32

46

HLP-32/46/68
Mineral

10 L

Package Vendor code

AKS0001HOM

AKS0002HOM

AKS0003HOM

20 L

180 kg

10 L AKS0004HOM

AKS0005HOM

AKS0006HOM

20 L

180 kg

10 L AKS0007HOM

AKS0008HOM

AKS0009HOM

20 L

180 kg

32

46

68

AKross HLP-32/46/68 is a hydraulic oil 
produced for using in hydraulic equipment 
system. It provides operation in a wide 
temperature range, protects pumps from 

wear, has excellent �lterability, keeping 
�lters in working order. Applications.  The oil 

AKross HLP is intended for hydraulic system of 
mobile mining, construction, forestry, municipal 

equipment. It is also used for pumps including 
those produced by Denison, Cincinnati, Machine, Eaton 

Vickers, Bosh Rexroth. The HLP oil can be used for hydraulic systems operating in 
the ambient temperature range from -30 °C to +50 °C.
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Industrial oil

AKross И-50А (I-50A) industrial oil provides reduction of friction and wear of 
the contacting parts, removes heat from friction units. Protects parts of 
system against corrosion, cleans friction surfaces from contaminants, serves 
as a sealing agent. Applications. AKross И-50А (I-50A) industrial oil without 

additives. It is used as a working �uid in the hydraulic systems of industrial 
equipment, road construction equipment, automatic line, presses, for 

lubricating light and medium loaded gears, antifriction slideways and sliding 
machines that do not require special oils.

10 L

Package Vendor code

AKS0011IOM

AKS0012IOM

AKS0013IOM

20 L

180 kg

И-50А (I-50A)
Mineral

AKross И-40А (I-40A) industrial oil provides reduction of friction and wear of 
the contacting parts, removes heat from friction units. Protects parts of system 

against corrosion, cleans friction surfaces from contaminants, serves as a 
sealing agent. Applications. AKross И-40А (I-40A) industrial oil without additives. 

It is used as a working �uid in the hydraulic systems of industrial equipment, road 
construction equipment, automatic line, presses, for lubricating light and medium 

loaded gears, antifriction slideways and sliding machines that do not require special oils.

5 L

Package Vendor code

AKS0006IOM

AKS0007IOM

AKS0008IOM

10 L

20 L

AKS0009IOM

AKS0010IOM

30 L

180 kg

И-40А (I-40A)
Mineral

AKross И-20А (I-20A) industrial oil provides reduction of friction and wear of 
the contacting parts, removes heat from friction units. Protects parts of system 

against corrosion, cleans friction surfaces from contaminants, serves as a 
sealing agent. Applications. AKross И-20А (I-20A) industrial oil without additives. 

It is used as a working �uid in the hydraulic systems of industrial equipment, road 
construction equipment, automatic line, presses, for lubricating light and medium 

loaded gears, antifriction slideways and sliding machines that do not require special oils.

5 L

Package Vendor code

AKS0001IOM

AKS0002IOM

AKS0003IOM

10 L

20 L

AKS0004IOM

AKS0005IOM

30 L

180 kg

И-20А (I-20A)
Mineral
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Multipurpose grease Multipurpose waterproved lubricant, which is 
produced for use in friction units in industrial 
equipment, tracked vehicles, ships and other 
mechanisms, such as plain bearings, hinges, 

gears. The lubricant is e�cient at temperatures 
from -40 ° C to + 120 ° C.

400 g

Package Vendor code

AKS0001LUB

AKS0002LUB

AKS0003LUB

800 g

5 L

AKS0004LUB

AKS0005LUB

10 L

20 L

AKS0006LUB

AKS0007LUB

50 L

210 L

Lithol -24

Waterproved hydrated calcium lubricant for general use, produced for 
lubrication of friction, rolling and sliding units of various machines and 

mechanisms. The grease is e�cient at temperatures from -25 ° C to + 65 ° C.

5 L

Package Vendor code

AKS0009LUB

AKS0010LUB

AKS0011LUB

10 L

20 L

Tallow solidol

It is used in friction and sliding units of heavy-loaded low-speed 
mechanisms; in springs, suspensions of tractors and machines, open gear 
drives and drill bit supports. The grease is e�cient at temperatures from 

-20 ° C to + 60 ° C, it is allowed for use at -20 ° C in springs and similar devices.

400 g

Package Vendor code

AKS0008LUBGraphite grease

Universal, plastic, water-resistant, antioxidant, anti-seize grease, intended 
for lubrication of constant velocity joints of all-wheel drive vehicles and 
other friction units of all types of vehicles, including foreign cars, as well as 

mechanisms operating under medium and high loads. The grease is 
e�cient at temperatures from -40 ° C to + 120 ° C.

400 g

Package Vendor code

AKS0012LUBShroos 4 (Shrus-4)

Penetrating grease AKross "Master Key" in aerosol packaging convenient 
for the processing of hard-to-reach places. The product has a high 
penetrating, impregnating and dissolving power. Facilitates loosening of 
rusted threaded connections. Lubricates rubbing surfaces. Eliminates 

squeaks and jamming of parts. Eliminates moisture from various surfaces 
and electrical parts of the car engine. Cleans rubber and plastic parts. 

Suspends corrosion. Dissolves various technical impurities insoluble in water.

400 g

Package Vendor code

AKS0013LUBMaster key
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Brake fluid Brake fluid 
DOT-4

Brake �uid “Akross” DOT-4 is compatible with 
any another brake �uids such as DOT-3, 

DOT-4, ROSA, NEVA, VOL. Brake �uid "AKross" 
is intended for use in hydraulic brakes and 

clutches of cars of all domestic and foreign 
modi�cations. The boiling point is over 230 ° C.

Meets global safety standards and speci�cations SAE J 
1703, ISO 4925 FMVSS 166.

455 g

Package Vendor code

AKS0001DOT

AKS0002DOT910 g

Brake fluid 
DOT-4

Brake �uid “Akross” DOT-4 is compatible with 
any another brake �uids such as DOT-3, 

DOT-4, ROSA, NEVA, VOL. Brake �uid "AKross" 
is intended for use in hydraulic brakes and 

clutches of cars of all domestic and foreign 
modi�cations. The boiling point is over 230 ° C.

Meets global safety standards and speci�cations SAE J 
1703, ISO 4925 FMVSS 166.

455 g

Package Vendor code

AKS0003DOT

AKS0004DOT910 g
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Auto shampoo
for hand and non-contacting washing

Conventional signs
Strong formula against
insect’s traces

For complex and
obsolete contaminants

For treated or tap water 
that is not hard

For hard water

For any water

For cars

For commercial
vehicles

For trucks

For daily washing

A budget option

Recommended stages of car washing 

For medium
hard tap water

Antistatic e�ect 

Glossy shine 

Water-repellent e�ect 

Auto shampoo
for non-contacting washing

Nano shampoo
for hand wash

Wax cherry plus

Concentrated, highly foamy, alkaline vehicle 
washing agent for touch free vehicle washing 
against any road contamination. Easy to wash o�, 
removing oil, dirt, road dust, traces of insects. No 
harmful e�ect on plastic, rubber and paintwork

Nano shampoo with a protective e�ect, restores 
the gloss of the coating and can permanently can. 
The body creates a �lm that protects against 
water, dirt and icing. The treated car longer 
remains clean and easily clean.

Wax cherry plus is an e�ective concentrated 
product that protects the car from external 
environmental impacts. It has a high 
water-repellent ability, gives shine and antistatic 
properties of the side. Do not dock and does not 
damage the glass. E�ective at any time of the year.
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Effect 200 
NEW

 Concentrated, highly foamy, alkaline vehicle washing agent for touch 
free vehicle washing against any road contamination. Easy to wash o�, 

removing oil, dirt, road dust, traces of insects. No harmful e�ect on plastic, 
rubber and paintwork. Does not leave streaks. It is intended for any tap water.  

Dissolve with water:  for foam generator 1:80-1:100 (10-17 g/l), for a foam kit (1 l) 
1:7-1:10 (100-170 g). For hard contamination - 1:7.

Vendor code

AKS0007COS

AKS0008COS

AKS0009COS

1 L

Package

5 kg

21 kg

Effect 100
NEW

 Concentrated, highly foamy, weakly alkaline vehicle washing agent for 
touch free vehicle washing against any road contamination. Easy to 

wash o�, removing oil, dirt, road dust, traces of insects. No harmful e�ect 
on plastic, rubber and paintwork. Does not leave streaks. 

Dissolve with water:   for foam generator 1:80:120 (8-12 g/l), for a foam kit (1 l) 
1:8-1:10 (100-200 g). It is intended for daily washing of medium degree of contamination (road dust). - 1:10.

Vendor code

AKS0001COS

AKS0002COS

AKS0003COS

1 L

Package

5 kg

20 kg

Effect 100+ 
NEW

 Concentrated, highly foamy, weakly alkaline vehicle washing agent for 
touch free vehicle washing against any road contamination. Easy to 

wash o�, removing oil, dirt, road dust, traces of insects. No harmful e�ect 
on plastic, rubber and paintwork. Does not leave streaks. 

Dissolve with water:  for foam generator 1:50-1:100 (10-20 g/l), for a foam kit (1 l) 
1:5-1:10 (100-200 g). It is intended for daily washing of medium degree of contamination (road dust). - 1:10.

Vendor code

AKS0004COS

AKS0005COS

AKS0006COS

1 L

Package

5 kg

20 kg

Pink shine
Effect power shine

Concentrated, highly foamy, alkaline vehicle washing agent for touch free 
vehicle washing against any road contamination. Easy to wash o�, 

removing oil, dirt, road dust, traces of insects. No harmful e�ect on plastic, 
rubber and paintwork. Does not leave streaks. It is increased content of functional 

additives for cleaning complex dirt. Dissolve with water:  for foam generator 
1:80-1:100 (10-12 g/l), for a foam kit (1 l) 1:8-1:10 (100-125 g). For hard contamination (dust, dirt, road �lm, insect 
marks) - 1:10.

Vendor code

AKS0057COS

AKS0058COS

AKS0059COS

1 L

Package

5 kg

21 kg

Pink
shine

Nano
shampoo

The highly high nanosampum with a protective e�ect, restores the 
gloss of the coating and can permanently can. The body creates a �lm 

that protects against water, dirt and icing. The treated car longer remains 
clean and easily clean. Dissolve with water: for manual washing, it is necessary 

to dissolve the concentrate from the calculation of 50 ml per 10 liter of warm water. 
For applying with a foam complex (1l), 100 ml of concentrate will be required. After applying, it is necessary 
to distribute it on the surface with a sponge or a special glove. Wash the nano shampoo by water. 

Vendor code

AKS0042COS

AKS0043COS

AKS0044COS

1 L

Package

4,2 kg

20 kg

Wax cherry
plus

Wax cherry plus is an e�ective concentrated product that protects the 
car from external environmental impacts. It has a high water-repellent 

ability, gives shine and antistatic properties of the side. Do not dock and 
does not damage the glass. E�ective at any time of the year.  Dissolve with 

water:  concentrate is diluted with water from the calculation of 20-40 ml per 1 liter 
of water. Apply to the surface with a sprayer or through a dosage system. 

Vendor code

AKS0045COS

AKS0046COS

AKS0047COS

1 L

Package

4,2 kg

9 kg

AKS0048COS20 kg
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Effect 200+

Concentrated, highly foamy, alkaline vehicle washing agent for touch 
free vehicle washing against any road contamination. Easy to wash o�, 

removing oil, dirt, road dust, traces of insects. No harmful e�ect on plastic, 
rubber and paintwork. It is designed for medium tap water. Dissolve with 

water:  for foam generator 1:60-1:100 (10-17 g/l), for a foam kit (1 l) 1:6-1:10 
(100-170 g). For hard contamination - 1:6.

Vendor code

AKS0010COS

AKS0011COS

AKS0012COS

1 L

Package

5 kg

21 kg

Effect 300

Concentrated two-component, highly alkaline auto chemical agent is 
against complex road pollution for non-contact washing of cars and 

trucks.  Easy to wash o�, removing oil, dirt, road dust, traces of insects. No 
harmful e�ect on plastic, rubber and paintwork. Does not leave streaks. Shake 

before using. Dissolve with water:  for foam generator 1:50-1:80 (10-12 g/l), for a 
foam kit (1 l) 1:5-1:8 (150-200 g).

Vendor code

AKS0013COS

AKS0014COS

AKS0015COS

1 L

Package

5 kg

21 kg

Effect 300+

Concentrated highly alkaline chemical agent is intended for 
non-contact washing of cars and trucks, containers, railway wagons, 

tank trucks, agricultural machinery and remove complex road pollution. It 
easily rinses o� surfaces, removing oil, dirt, road dust, insect marks and 

bitumen. No harmful e�ect on plastic, rubber and paintwork. Does not leave streaks. 
Dissolve with water:  for foam generator 1:50-1:80 (10-12 g/l), for a foam kit (1 l) 1:5-1:8 (150-200 g).

Vendor code

AKS0016COS

AKS0017COS

AKS0018COS

1 L

Package

5 kg

21 kg

Effect power

Concentrated, highly foamy, alkaline vehicle washing agent for touch free 
vehicle washing against any road contamination. Easy to wash o�, 

removing oil, dirt, road dust, traces of insects. No harmful e�ect on plastic, 
rubber and paintwork. Does not leave streaks. It is increased content of functional 

additives for cleaning complex dirt. Dissolve with water:  for foam generator 
1:80-1:100 (10-12 g/l), for a foam kit (1 l) 1:8-1:10 (100-125 g). For hard contamination (dust, dirt, road �lm, insect 
marks) - 1:10.

Vendor code

AKS0019COS

AKS0020COS

AKS0021COS

1 L

Package

5 kg

22 kg

Effect power
gel

Concentrated, highly foamy, alkaline vehicle washing agent for touch free 
vehicle washing against any road contamination. Easy to wash o�, removing 

oil, dirt, road dust, traces of insects. No harmful e�ect on plastic, rubber and 
paintwork. Does not leave streaks. It contains the increased content of functional 

additives for cleaning complex dirt. Dissolve with water: To dilute shampoo with warm 
water or in a separate containers.,  for foam generator 1:80-1:120 (10-12 g/l), for a foam kit (1 l) 1:10-1:12 (80-100 g).

Vendor code

AKS0022COS

AKS0023COS

AKS0024COS

1 L

Package

5 kg

23 kg



Auto cosmetic
Antibacterial dry-cleaner is intended for cleaning fabric 
and leather seat upholstery, interior upholstery and car 
mats. E�ectively �ghts bacteria.
Application: apply to the surface as a foam. Using a 

sponge or foam nozzle, rub the foam over the surface. 
After drying, vacuum or brush.

Antibacterial dry-cleaner

600 ml

Package Vendor code

AKS0050COS

Plastic polish matte

Plastic polish matte is intended for the maintenance of all 
matte plastic surfaces. Can be used to clean dashboards, 
bumpers, tires. Suitable for polishing and cleaning wood, 
rubber, vinyl and leather products. Restores color, leaves 

no greasy stains and prevents dust from settling.
Application: shake before using! Apply on clean and dry 

surface. Using a sponge or soft rag spread evenly over the 
surface in a circular motion. Avoid contact with glass and 

mirrors.

600 ml

Package Vendor code

AKS0051COS

Plastic polish glossy is intended for the maintenance of all 
glossy plastic surfaces. Can be used to clean dashboards, 
bumpers, tires. Suitable for polishing and cleaning wood, 
rubber, vinyl and leather products. Restores color and 

gloss e�ect, does not leave greasy stains and prevents dust 
from settling.

Application: shake before using! Apply on clean and dry 
surface. Using a sponge or soft rag spread evenly over the 

surface in a circular motion. Avoid contact with glass and 
mirrors.

Plastic polish glossy

600 ml

Package Vendor code

AKS0052COS
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Insects traces cleaner is used to clean 
windshields, hoods, radiator grilles, 
headlights and mirrors. E�ectively 

removes traces of insects, leaves and 
other dirt.

Application: apply the product to the 
surface and leave for 1 minute, then rub with 

a soft cloth or sponge.

Insects traces
cleaner

600 ml

Package Vendor code

AKS0049COS

Glass and mirror cleaner on your car 
clean and shiny. Allows you to quickly 
remove road dirt, grease, �ngerprints. 

Does not leave streaks and rinses o� 
easily.

Application: apply the product at a 
distance of 15 cm from the treated surface. 

Using a soft dry cloth or paper towel, spread 
evenly over the surface until completely dry.

Glass and mirror
cleaner

600 ml

Package Vendor code

AKS0054COS

Headlights, glass and mirror cleaner is 
designed to remove various types of 
dirt in the form of road dust and 

insects. Can be used for cleaning 
ceramics, crystal and plastic.

Application: apply on the surface. Using 
dry rag or paper towel spread it evenly over 

the surface.

Headlights, glass 
and mirror cleaner

600 ml

Package Vendor code

AKS0053COS

Tire blacker is intended for cleaning 
and polishing tires, as well as other 
rubber parts of the car. Restores black 
color, renews the surface, gives a glossy 

shine. Protects against corrosion and 
rapid aging.

Application: apply the product on the dry 
surface at a distance of 15-20 cm. Than rub 

over the surface with a sponge or soft cloth in a 
circular motion. Allow to dry completely.

Tire blacker

600 ml

Package Vendor code

AKS0055COS

3 L AKS0041COS
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Windshield washer
fluid

-5

Degree Vendor code

AKS0001WAS

AKS0002WAS

AKS0003WAS

AKS0004WAS

-10

-20

-25

AKS0005WAS-30

Package

3.8 L

Winter

Windscreen washer 
fluid

Windscreen washer �uid "Akross" is intended 
for the treatment of windshield, side, rear 

windows in low temperature conditions. 
E�ectively removes road and dust pollution from 

the surface. Does not damage paint, rubber and 
plastic surfaces. Does not leave streaks. High 

resistance to freezing.

4.5 L

Package Vendor code

AKS0006WAS
Summer

Windscreen washer 
fluid

Windscreen washer �uid "Akross" is intended 
for the treatment of windshield, side, rear 

windows in low temperature conditions. 
E�ectively removes road and dust pollution, 

and insects’ traces from the surface. Does not 
damage paint, rubber and plastic surfaces. Does 

not leave streaks. 
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 «Alfa Him Group» LLC
Russia, Krasnodar region, 

352916, Armavir, Linear str., 21.
Telephone: +7 (861) 376-13-15

www.alfahimgroup.ru
www.akross-oil.ru


